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1. Introduction

The energy policy of the Federal Government which was

'corrected recently, includes the necessity of having in

operation in 1985 a nuclear power capacity of about

30.OOO MW. These planned values are based on the judgement

that the safety problems arising from the preaceful use of

nuclear energy have been solved or will be solved in

principle. All the knowledge and experience gained in the

planning, construction and operation of nuclear facilities

will be used in the design of new facilities. Authorities and

controlling agencies have made it a rule that nuclear safety

and, hence, the protection of the public from danger has



priority over economic and energy goals [1]. Of course,

absolute safety cannot be reached, neither in the nuclear

area nor elsewhere. Therefore, this principle does not mean

that any possible improvement of safety is necessary, but that

'in case of doubts the decision must be in favor of safety,

even if economic disadvantages have to be taken into account.

The safety requirements for nuclear facilities within the

Federal Republic of Germany reflect the adoption of this

"safety first" principle.

2. Safety equiroments

In the Federal Republic of Germany many nuclear facilities

are in operation or under construction. Among others, twelve

nuclear power stations are in operation, ten are under

construction, mainly light-water reactors of the PWR and

BWR types, but also facilities equipped with a heavy-water

reactor, a gas-cooled high-temperature reactor, a sodium-

cooled fast reactor, as well as a nuclear propelled ship, the

"Otto Hahn." These reactors are provided with fuel from

several fuel element factories. Closing of the fuel cycle is

still in the experimental stage with a small pilot type of a

reprocessing facility operating at Karlsruhe and a waste

disposal facility in an underground salt mine. In addition,

about a dozen of nuclear power stations as well as the

national commercial-scale fuel cycle center undergo the

process of licensing and are at the stage of planning,

respectively.

The realization of a large nuclear energy programme in a

densely populated country like the Federal Republic of

Germany requires stringent safety requirements, know-how and

experience on the part of manufacturers and operators of the

facilities to cope with all safety requirements, as well as

sufficient control mechanisms allowing to check and supervise

whether the rules and requirements are at any moment fulfilled

in practice. However, I would like to remark that the
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planned nuclear capacity does not determine the safety and

radiation protection requirements. On the contrary, the

measures necessary to protect the health and safety of the

population are the conditions which have to be fulfilled to

obtain a license for a nuclear facility and, in addition,

to realize the German nuclear energy programme.

A requirement of special importance for decision making in

the nuclear field calls for not only considering the specific

project separately but to take into account also all the

long-term consequences produced in other areas. Examples for

these requirements are rc.lated to decisions upon sites,

questions of security, provision relative to the

decommissioning of nuclear facilities as well as the

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, and conditioning and

storage of radioactive v;aste. In the Federal Republic of

Germany such long-term consequences of the operation of

nuclear reactors have been observed carefully and solutions

have to be laid down in the licensing procedure for new

nuclear power station?. The legal and organizational

conditions for this policy have been improved significantly

during the last years.

2.1 Legal safety requirements

Differing from other technical or industrial facilities,

nuclear facilities have to comply with a special federal law,

the "Law on the Peaceful Utilisation of Nuclear Energy and

the Protection from its Dangers" (Atomic Energy Act) [2].

This leads to a stringent control of every nuclear

utilisation by the Government.

The Atomic Energy Act and the ordinances given under this

Act are enforced largely by the federal states on

behalf of the Federal Government. The state authorities are

supervised by the Federal Government. The licensing authority

of the state has to comply with instructions given by the
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responsible federal authority.

To build or operate a nuclear facility as well as to modify

a nuclear facility or its operation, it is necessary to get

a license. The applicant has to describe the project and to

prove that he fulfills all licensing requirements. The

requirements of the Atomic Energy Act include in particular:

- reliability and expertise of the applicant and of the

persons responsible for the construction, management and

supervision of the plant and its operation;

- that the necessary precautions, based on the state of the

art in science and technology, are taken against damage

resulting from the erection and operation of the plant;

- that the necessary protection against interference or other

interventions by third parties has to be ensured;

- that prevailing public interest, especially with respect

to keep clean the water, the atmosphere and the soil docs

not interfere with the selection of the plant site.

With a view to radiation protection, the control measures and

the radiation protection levels fixed in the Radiation

Protection Ordinance have to be met [3]. One of the

requirements should be particularly underlined which limits

to a maximum of 3O mrem/a the additional radiation dose in

the environment of a nuclear facility via the air path, to

another 30 mrem/a radiation via the water pathf and to

9O mrcm/a. for the thyroid dose. These requirements are in

line with the concept of limiting the immission values. It

takes into account all radiological burdens from any source,

possibly acting at any point of the surrounding area. The

dose limits described above have to be met independent of

whether one or more units of a nuclear power station are to

be erected. The same requirements are valid for a
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reprocessing facility.

I would like to mention that the legal requirements already

include a participation of the population (public

announcement, disclosure of the application, objections,

discussion of the objections and information of objectors

about the decision taken by the authority).

There are also legal provisions for third party liability.

The extent of liability of the licensees was increased last

year to a maximum of 500 million Deutschmarks and ajwas the

"hold-harmless" obligation of the Federal Government,

which provides an additional coverage up to 1 billion Deutsch-

marks in case of an accident. The legal safety provisions

require that a nuclear installation be subject to a

permanent supervision by the authorities after the final

license to operate has been granted. This ensures that, if

necessary, additional safety measures (backfitting) can be

enforced or that the plant may temporarily or definitely

be decommissioned.

The Atomic Energy Act and the Radiation Protection Ordinance

relate only to the protection from danger caused by the

peaceful use of nuclear energy. Therefore, additional non-

nuclear conditions have to be fulfilled for non-nuclear

components as well as for the complete facility, which result

from various public legal provisions. Finally, the existing

international regulations (for instance the EURATOM-Treaty)

have to be observed.

2.2 Technical rafe'-y requircnents

Within the scope of this short paper only some particular

points of the.-varioty of German nuclear installations shall

be dealt with. The specific safety requirements which have

to be fulfilled in the Federal Republic of Germany are

described in detail in the Safety Criteria of the Federal



Minister of the Interior [4] , the Guidelines of the German Advisory

Camiittec on Reactor Safety [5] as well as in the rules of the Nuclear

Technology Standards Cbnnittco and other rule making organisations.

To comply with the licensing requirement above that the

necessary precautions have to be taken, based on the state

of the art in science and technology, the latest safety

related findings must be taken into account with respect to

all nuclear installations to be licensed in the Federal

Republic of Germany. This led to a rapid progress of safety

technology with the consequence that the present safety

standard in Germany plays a leading role, also from an

international point of view. On the other hand, the

"plannability" of nuclear installations is rendered more

difficult by the dynamics of the development in safety

technology. This also applies to the aim of standardization

and gives rjso to problems of backfitting of older plants.

A now problem emerged from the recent sentence of an

administrative court. The court turned down the license

granted for a nuclear power station for being in contra-

diction with the Atomic Energy Act. It ruled that the

licensing requirement mentioned above had not been complied

with. The court stated its opinion that only by means of

a burst proof design the necessary precaution could be

taken against damage; such a new and additional safety

feature had been designed for the project of a nuclear power

station located on the premises of a big chemical plant and

in a densely populated area; this project, however/ was not

realized. Although a burst proof design for a pressure vessel

of a nuclear power station has up to now neither been

required nor realized anywhere in the world, the court

considered it to be a feasible measure on the basis of the
r~

state of the art. We have to wait for the decision of the

court of appeal. Independent of this case, it is intended

to define more precisely the legal safety requirements from

a technical point of view and to enforce them legally. Some



features of the German technical safety requirements can be

easily described by the resulting safety measures. I would

like to mention:

- Light-water nuclear power stations in the Federal Republic

of Germany are equipped with a double containment

consisting of an inner steel containment and an outer

reinforced concrete containment. The atmosphere in the

space in-between is depressurised with respect to the outer

atmosphere. The tightness can be monitored; leakages are

released to the environment in a controlled manner via

filter systems and the exhaust stack. The fuel element

storage basin has been integrated into the reactor building.

- The individual redundancies of significant safety systems

(e.g., the emergency cooling system) have been separated

in a consistent manner both with respect to their functions

and their locations, which improves the availability in ;;

case that they are called. Jj

- Reactor buildings and other important safety systems are

protected to a considerable extent against external impacts/

especially against pressure waves from chemical explosions

(liquid gas cloud) and against airplane crashing (fast

military aircraft).

2.3 Requirements to organisation

The attempt to attain a high degree of safety in nuclear

technology is reflected in the Federal Republic of Germany

also by organisational features making up a balanced system of

sole responsibility and inspections.

Private industry

As a rule, the private utilities are the applicants and

licensees,respectively, of nuclear power stations. They

have the plants delivered on a key-turn basis by the plant



manufacturers.

Executive

The licences are processed and granted by the supreme state

authorities. The Federal Ministry of the Interior exerts a

supervisory function.

•Independent experts

The major difference of German usage as compared with that

prevailing in a number of other countries is probable the

high degree of expert opinion requested by the authority,

a long tradition in Germany also in other technical fields

(e.g., intervention of the Technical Inspectorate regarding

steam boilers, lifting equipment, vehicles).

The licensing authorities charge experts and expert

institutions (in particular the regional Technical

Inspectorates) to elaborate opinions and to perform

thorough inspections (in the course of component fabrication,

plant construction, commissioning, operation, and

repetition tests). The Federal Ministry of the Interior

(BMI) is advised by expert organisations such as the

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety (RSK) and the Radiation

Protection Coiiunittee (SSK) and Gesellschaft fiir Reaktor-

sicherheit.

Legislative

The licences are granted under the Atomic Energy Act which

was passed by the Federal Parliament as a federal act and

so has the supreme possible legitimation. The federal and

state parliaments supervise the activities of the Federal

Government and the state governments, respectively. For

instance, the'-governments report permanently to Parliament

and its committees about questions and problems resulting

from the utilisation of nuclear energy [1,6].



In the Federal Republic of Germany each citizen has the

right to appeal at the administrative courts against

decisions issued by the administrative authorities.

Recently, this right has been amply used as regards nuclear

energy; almost every decision to grant a licence for

nuclear facilities has been disputed by opposing citizens.

Suspensions of decisions have partly led to considerable

delays of projects and to the discontinuance of construction

work, respectively. On the other hand, a high degree of

appeasement of the critics of nuclear energy and a

considerable extent of legal guarantee can be expected from

the decisions and sentences of the independent judge.

3. Safety experience

Under the safety aspect the operation of nuclear facilities in

the Federal Republic of Germany can be termed satisfactory.

In the majority of cases the releases of radioactive

substances to the air and water during proper operation are

much less than the authorised maximum values [7] and they

cause additional radiation burdens in the environment, which

are usually much inferior to 1 mrem/a. Incidents resulting in

damage to the environment have 'not occurred and in particular

no third persons not involved have been injured or even

killed.

Operational incidents and accidents as well as technical and

organisational defaults occurring in the course of repair

work could not be entirely avoided in nuclear facilities

[6,8]. However, considering the technical refinement of

nuclear power stations,such events are less frequent as

compared with other technical fields. On the whole, these

cases have shown that the safety concepts have always been

sufficient and comprehensive to restrict to the interior of

the facilities the consequences of failures of systems or

components and to avoid accidental releases of radioactive
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substances into the environment as well as hazardous radiation

burdens to the operating personnel. The individual events are

thoroughly studied and measures are taken to exclude a

repetition of the event in the facility concerned as well as

in comparable plants. So, as a whole, incidents and

occurrences contribute to increase further the safety of

nuclear facilities by technical improvements and growing

experience.

4. Prospects to the future-

The growing operating experience, comprehensive safety

research and fruitful international contacts aiming at an

exchange of knowledge and experience will also in the future

contribute to increase the safety of nuclear facilities by

appropriate safety requirements and to reduce the residual

risks. However, special emphasis should be laid on

informing the citizen about the advantages and drawbacks of

nuclear energy. The safety standard of nuclear facilities in

the Federal Republic of Germany, which is very high according

to expert opinion, is confronted with a growing fear of

nuclear energy and hence the refusal of nuclear energy by

part of the population.
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